System 9760
Powerful Video Security Made Simple
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Flexible, Functional Video Management

The Pelco System 9760™ video matrix switching and control system
offers complete management of medium and large-scale security
installations, delivering the functionality you need for a wide variety
of applications.

Complete Management
We recognize the fact that in order to achieve error-free system operation around the
clock, a system’s keyboard must offer a level of usability and customization that anyone
can quickly understand.
From operating as a powerful stand-alone switcher, to integrating seamlessly into existing
security and surveillance systems, the Pelco System 9760™ video matrix switching and control
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system provides multiple operators the ability to quickly and easily view and control cameras
for general surveillance, and visual verification of alarm events. The system’s true-networking
(master to master) backbone allows up to 24 individual systems to be distributed and
controlled centrally and locally.
At the core of System 9760 is a nonproprietary, software-based operating platform that offers
many features not available in other systems, such as built-in video loss detection, intelligent
keyboard communication, and extensive macro abilities and networking capabilities, to
name a few. System 9760’s Windows® based Administration Software allows for fast, easy,
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uninterrupted programming and editing of the entire system with no down time. With this
powerful software, users can setup, control, administer and make on-going changes to a
System 9760 configuration of any size.
And for maximum efficiency, the CM9760-KBD offers twenty-four user-definable “soft keys”
that may each be labeled application specific, allowing for logical camera selection based on
the camera’s field of view rather than based on camera numbers.
Simple Operation Minimizes Training

With powerful flexibility and a whole host of pull-down menus and on-line help windows –
systems programming, operation and maintenance are simple.

LCD Icon Menus and Keyboard Utility Software
The system’s easy-to-use icon based operation provides for quick feature access right from the
very first menu. And the Keyboard Utility Software allows users to define and assign all of the
programmable keys of the System 9760 keyboard without interrupting operation.
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Our design team assembles and tests System
9760 orders as a complete system just as
intended for use. This ensures that the units you
receive are fully functional and are properly tested.

Multiplexer Control
Direct interface to many well-known multiplexers allows operators to control external
multiplexers from the systems keyboard. Simple icons guide the user through the
multiplexer’s functions such as Full-screen, Quad, 9-view, and 16-view displays.

DVR Management and Control
Control over DVRs can be accomplished directly from System 9760 Keyboards using

Control External Multiplexers

the DVR management option. Easy to follow icons permit access to suitable DVR
functions such as: Play, Record, Fast Forward, Pause, Eject and Stop. Operators need
not move from their station or individually operate multiple devices. Control over the
entire system is centralized at the system keyboard and also includes built-in video
loss detection and system diagnostic features.

Full Pan/Tilt/Lens Control
For smooth and reliable operation of cameras, pan/tilt devices, and dome
systems, the System 9760 keyboard makes use of a vector-solving, variable-speed
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joystick that responds quickly and accurately to an operator’s every request. This
intelligent interface allows for the remote positioning of cameras to occur in either
straightforward or diagonal directions and can vary the speed of remote positioning
devices for tracking purposes.

Get More With Pelco
It all starts with a relentless commitment to Fanatical Customer Service. Each and every
person at Pelco will stop at nothing to ensure that our customers are completely satisfied

Enjoy Smooth Camera Operation

each and every time. Just ask anyone who has ever worked with us. Stringent design,
engineering and testing certifications ensure that your next Pelco purchase will deliver
the performance that you and your installation demand.

Fanatical Customer Service
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The recognized worldwide leader in video and security systems, Pelco boasts the most comprehensive
array of products, services and expertise available in today’s marketplace. And now as a member of
the Schneider Electric family, Pelco brings a network of assets backed by the strength of a Fortune 500
company to help you define and achieve your business objectives.

www.pelco.com
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